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A nice & easy evening
with Michael Johnson

BY BONNIE JERDAN
Michael Johnson, who recent- (then 20) began teaching etch
ly released the hit singles "Bluer other the basics of paying gulThan Blue" and "Almost Like tar. Their flist professional gig
Being in Love," is scheduled to was at the local VFW hall that
perform at Wlnthrop in Byrnes year. "We played for five bucks
Auditorium Friday, Nov. 3, at a night and all the screwdrivers
8 p.m.
we could drink," Johnson reTickets go on sale Oct. 23 at called.
Dinklns
Student
Center.
At 19, Johnson was a sophoAdvance prices are $2 for Win- more at Colorado State College,
throp students and S. for the majoring In music education,
general public. On the day of when he won lint prize-a
the show, tickets will be $3 for . - single-record recording deal with
students and <5 for the public.
Epie-ln a national talent contest
The opening act will be Mels- sponsored by Columbia Records
berg and Walters, a country- and Chiugo radio station WGN.
pop duo that has appeared with The Epic single, an original
England Dan and John Ford tune titled "Mils," was released
Coley, Helen Reddy, Pure shortly thereafter, and Johns-M
Prairie League and many others, embarked on extensive tours
Michael Johnson's musical along the college and dub drcareer began with his natural cuits throughout the nation.
attraction to music during his
Johnson spent 1966 In Spain,
early childhood, according to studying at the Conservatory of
an EMI America press release. Uceo In Barcelona, not so much
Back in 1958, as a J 3-year-old for classical Influences, but to
In his native Denwr, Michael further develop his technique,
and his older brother Ifeul Johnson returned to the States

the following year, for a short
stint with the Back Porch Majority, and during 1967-68 be
toured for a year as a member of
The (Cbad) Mitchell Trio, which
then included another aspiring
young songwriter and performer
named John Denver. Johnson
and Denver wrote a U-ne titled
"Circus," which TVJS recorded by
Denver and by Mn-y Travers.
Johnson rijned a recording
deal with Atlantic RecorJi in
1972 and spent senral months
in New York working on
sessions for his debut album,
The resulting There Is A Breea
LP contained a great deal of instrumental expertise and showcased his strong baritone vocals.
Johnson self-produced his
second LP, using only his voice
and his guitars, in March, 1976.
Titled For All You Mad Musldens. It was a much truer representation of his soft, melodic
jazz-folk approach, his classical/Flamenco influences, and

Michael Johnson, who has earned respect and recognition
throughout the Mldwes. as <ui extremely talented young singerguitarist, will perform at Wlnthrop. (Photo EMI America)
his dexterity with harmonics
and light percussive effects. The
album was wry successful in
the Midwest and greatly increased an already heavy demand for his live appearances
throughout the area.
On his third LP, Aint Pis
Da life, released on Sanslcirt
in 1977, Johnson forged the
best aspects of his two previous
albums together, adding a rhythm section comprised of
players well known In the Midwest. The album solidified his
regional fame, and Johnson telt
confldent the time was right-to
pursue national
recognition.
Brent Mailer, producer of
Dave Loggins' recent One Way
Ticket to Paradise LP, suggested Johnson record Randy
Goodrum's "Bluer Than Blue"
and Iimer-Loewe's "Almost
like Being In Love."
Johnson^ manager took the
Completed masters to Los Angeles. Contracts for a long-term
rtcording
agreement
were
quickly drawn up and signed,
and EMI America rush-released
Johnson's first single. "Bluer
Than Blue," according '.o EMI
America, Is a powerful ballad,
in which Johnson's soulful readtag of the lyric is complemented
by full yet tasteful orchestraHon.
Meisburg and Walters, the
opening act at the Michael
Johnson performance at Byrnes,
have been playing to packed
houses and standing ovations
from the Roxy in Los Angeles

and the Other End in New York,
to a coffee house in Tailahasee
and large universities In the East,
according to a press release
provided by Dinklns.
Steve Meisburg and John Walters, having performed separately throughout their high school
and college careers, combined
their music talents in 1974.
Their albums indude "See
the Morning Breaking," "Just
like a Recurring Oream," and
"Love's An Easy Song." While
their busy concert, personal appearance, travel and recording
schedule demands much of their
time,.Meisburg and Walters continue to write most of the
music they perform.
Meisburg, a native of Jackson, Miss., was educated at Millsapps College and Lexington
Theological Seminary in Kentucky. While serving as campus minister at Florida State
Uniwriiiy in Tallhassee, he
greatly expanded his involvement in music and met John
Walters.
Walters was bom in Atlanta
and raised there and in Los
Angeles. Performing with other
people in everything from rock
bands to folk groups, Walters
finally began performing solo
while a student at Florida
State. At one of his many coffee
house engagements In Tallahassee, he and Meisburg dedded to form what has become the very successful duo
of Meisburg and Walters.

Keith Roberta of Radford, Va., Flalne Mark; of Spartanburg, 8.C.
and Georp Karaay of Nash villa, Tenn., vtsWng members of the
NCATE Ra«ccnmiUng Team, review material before leaving
for home. NCATE members examined programs within the
School of Education last week, Monday, Oct. 16 through Wednesday, Oct. 18. (Photo by Ann Page Copley)
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Student allocations good,
but not good enough
October hat teen the month for allocating student
funds to campus dubs and organizations. Many steps haw
to be taken before a final amount will be acceptable to the
dub, the Senate, the Student Allocations Committee, and
the Vice-President for Student Affairs.
Each dub and organization received the booklet.
Funds'whlch was drawn up by Ik. Mary T. Uttlejohn and
Dan Urscheler, President of SGA, In an attempt to explain
the activity funds and proper usage of them. According to
the guidelines, "The chairman of SAC (Student Allocations
Committee) Is notified by the Vice-President for Student
Affairs of the total amount of money available for the
student organizations for which SAC h«s responsibility."
Except for their own, SAC makes all allocation decisions.
According to Activity Fund Guidelines, to receive funds,
organizations must meet certain criteria. One being that
thoseresponsiblemust comply with funding guidelines.
Two requirements of the funding guidelines are that
each organization must complete a requisition and a Budget
Report Form. The requisition is a form which itemizes by
rf... code the total amount of fundsrequestedand of funds
appropriated. The budget report also Itemizes by class
the total amount spent and the revenue obtained each
month. Urscheler said, "We're trying to accomplish accountability of funds. In the past, organizations received
funds, but we never knew how they were spending the
money." He said that with the new line Itemizing it will be
dear to everyone exactly how and why the money was
spent. "We revised the guidelines because the system
under which we were working before was very vague. It
didn't cover explicily all areas of budgeting."
The question now is, How fair is the system? According to SGA By-laws Article II, Section 6, " . . . The committee (SAC) shall maintain the control and allocate the
monies in the Student Activities Fees Committee budget,
subject to approval by the Senate, to all dubs and organizations whose membership is open to all students and in
accordance with sidelines approved by the Senate."
This means that once SAC approves an amount requested
by a dub or ..iganizatlon.it Is then presented to the Senate
for further approval. Senate votes on all fund requests,
induding the request from their own Student Government
Association.
Two grievances haw risen from this system of allocating funds. One is that the Senate should not have this
kind of contrci over their own budget request. Of all the
budget*reviewed!o the past three weeks, the SGA budget
bad teen cut the least by SAC, which Is a part of the
SGA. It Is my opinion that when they (the Senate) have
the power to dedde on their own budget, they will no
doubt approve K to their advantage. To prove this point,
a $2000.00 Increase over last year's allocation was easily
approved by the Senate infirstreading.
The second concern Is that the three publications
induded under Cass I, Tatler, Anthology and The Johnsonian should not be treated as an organization or club.
These publications are more than that. They are a service
to the students and to the college with the purpose of
informing and entertaining. Look in the handbook, they
are not under the heading "Clubs and Organizations," but
under their own heading of "Student Publications." The
student government has far too much control over the
funding and spending of these three publications. Accordinn to Lyn Vam, Associate Editor of the Clemson B££I,
only one third of their budget is allotted by the University. The rest of their expenses are covered by the paper
Itself through revenues. Since no money is returned to
Student Activity Funds at the end of the year they are
able to save and nearly support themselves. "Our money
Is allocated by the Medl. Board, which is made up of
faculty and students," Vam said. "The student government has no control over our budget."
Our system needs to be reviewed and other ways of
funding should be set up. Thankfully, this year we have
a SGA president who did not take advantage of the situation. At the final Senate reading Wednesday. October 11.
Urscheler willingly cut $1000.00 from 'he previously
approved SGA budget. Realizing. I suppose, that perhaps In proportion to otter organization allocations, they
(SGA) were indeed reviewed too much. I commend him
for not abusing the power of his office.
Next year we may not be so lucky. It's time to review
the ways of allocating funds and design the system to fit
the needs of each organization.
smith
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You are what you spend
BY BENNY CAIN
Scenario: It Is 4:20 cn a
Friday afternoon at Crawford
Health Canter. Twelve sick people wait numbly for the doctor
to arrive. Some have teen waiting for over an hour, ever since
the lab technician determined
that they have a problem aspirin
won't cure. You see, the doctor
Is only scheduled to be here
from 4:00 to 5:00 on Fridays,
and today he's late. Two nurses
stand expectantly In doorways;
they have done all they o n do.
Meanwhile, a Winthrop Security officer drives past the Infirmary for the millionth time.
This particular orbit is no more
fruitful for the cause of law
and order than the last one,
but he's not surprised. He has
his own fleas to eat. Oops!
There's a dorm student parked in ftont of Roddey (to pick
up some notes). These kids will
never leam. .He pulls out his
trusty ticket pad. V/lnthrop
College just Invested a lalf hour
of his salary in the agguvatlon
of one of Its students.
Which is not surprising. Colleges, as well as countries,
spjnd more on defense than on

the bfilth maintenance of dtlzens. For instance, tte Wlnthrop
Security budget la 201,000 'Hilata for this year. This conr res
with 124,000 dollars for t ja Infirmary and 57,200 for MacFeat,
half of which Is paid for by the
parents of children who go
there. The college will saw
29,500 doDars In operating expenses by dosing it. Meanwhile,
It support! a security force of
12 commissioned officer! and
three vthides. Ironically, tte
college pays merely for tte services of one doctor 19 holes a
week. Tte condusion to be
reached is that the administration thinks we haw more
criminals around here than sick
people.
Which is understandable.
There is c universal weakness In
the human mind for tte horror
of a possibility, no matter how
remote. The investment spent to
preclude that horror is often
way out of proportion to its
probability of occurrence. Theoretically we could do without
Security all together, tte Rock
Hill police could take care of
any problems. This is now,
howewr, what I propose; I propoee a re-examination of priori-

LETTER TO EDITOR
Returning to Wlnthrop after
two years, I've noticed a great
deal of change. The ousting of
MacFeat and Withers Kindergarten is not the kind of productive change needed by Wlnthrop. President Vail stated that
these two programs weren't
viable to the community. They
may not be on the short run,
but the long run goals are the
ones to keep In mind.
South Carolinians may be
mundane enough only to be
aware of present activities such
as basketball scores, but I believe they really do care about
the quality of education Wlnthrop provides.
Recognition
Is more than just sports Involvement. Wlnthrop is a unique
college. Why make It like every
other mediocre school? Labs are
necessary. They provide a viable

ties and some conseqix-nt readjustment of funds.
Instead, we haw an Inflated
military budget which underwrites customs (locking of campus p i n at sundown for tte Inconvenience of all), tte readiness of several o.i-duty officers
to protect thl; three-block area
from whatever larcenlsts or
rapists or otter mishaps to be
foimd after whatever deed has
teen done, the locking of classroom buildings at night, and
plenty of busywork to keep
the forces occupied In the
meantime (writing parking tickets). It would be Interesting to
see how much money Wlnthrop
wastes each year on parking
tickets, computed from the
number of Security hours spent
patrolling for and writing them.

avenue of learning necessary
skills and realistic application of
theories.
President Vail, administration, faculty, and students need
to undentand that beer busts
and basketball do not a productive school make. Useful and
unique edi cational opportunities must oe provided. Maybe
sports will attract more students, but it's the programs that
Wlnthrop provides that will give
the community a well educated
professional.
It's been stated that the decision has been made. I hope
that the administration will be
more open minded and look at
other alternatives to dosing
MacFeat and Withers. I hate to
see these fine programs dosed
due to just lack of space and
Imagination on someone's part.
Thank you.
Rebecca Wynn Amerson

The central problem is lack
of funds. There should be an
automatic mechanism for supplying Wlnthrop with state funds
each year to compensate for
fluctuations In enrollment and
the inflation rate. In tte meantime, we should re-examine our
priorities so that the real needs
of the Winthrop cnmmimlty are
met.

Dear Dr. Vail:
I recently learned to my
dismay that the MacFeat
Nursery at Wlnthrop College
may be dosed next year. Even if
an off-campus fadUty is provided to take its place, I believe
that the diminished Importance
Inherent In such a move Is a
terrible blow to those of us who
believe in the kind of professional on-the-job training the
MacFeat Nursery provides as a
vital adjunct to textbook and
classroom teachings. It does
seem to me that there is no more
vital profession for the future
of our nation, and. Indeed, of
the human species, than that
of proper child education and
care. The sodety that does not
provide the test that Is possible
In these fields,-is already In a
(Continued on page 3)
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BYRON HOUGH

all distorted and depraved, as
befitted the minions of the
With apologies to Aesop and King-creatures such as the dread
the
nauseating
othen of the vein, I humbly Sitcoms,
Noodear Plants, the horrific
present a thinly-yelled allegory:
Pulpmags, and the Infamous
Once upon a time in a land Mld-Xnlght Starr.
far, far away, there Used a
It came to pass In those days
strange sort of folk. These that many of the subjects of
people lived an Insecure life the kingdom secretly rebelled
amidst a barren wasteland against the Lord of the DUtranged by the foul creations of erati. Many small outposts of
the Lord of the Dliteratl, King learning sprung up. These small
Ignorant. These creatures were Institutions of knowledge were
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A fable ~ " " '
pledged to educate the children
aglnst the evils of the King.
These outposts grouped
themselves under
common
names. One of these groups
dubbed themselves with the
acronym PBS, yet their efforts
were soon quashed by the KlngV
elite, the Sitcoms. StHl, a few
of the valiant held on, one of
these the near-legendary rebel.
Count Sesame Street. The Count
was well respected by many of
the people and the children

ROCKV MTN.
NEWS G(*>

flocked to his side. Heartened
by the support, the Count
struggled on.
Other outposts, fir more
numerous, co-existed under the
code name Kiddiegarter, a
strange name indeed. These
flourished momentarily, yet
they fell prey to the avarices
of Baron Greed and the King.
Many floundered and their true
purpose was soon distorted.
However, a bright star still
shone. The small community of
Rokhil harbored an Institution
of learning which in turn fostered one of the rebellious groups,
who worked under the codename Makfeet. The courageous
members of the Makfeet. organization labored diligently
against the minions of the
King and his cohorts. They developed unique and Innovative
weapons In their battle against
evIL Long they waged their
subversive battle, the citizens
of the community praising their
efforts.
But even the brightest of
stats must soon dim. Such was
the fate of the Makfeet rebels,
for unbeknownst to the rebels,
the Lord of the Dliteratl, the
Baron of Greed, and Antipathy,
the Archduke of Apathy had

(Continued from page 2)

Lite my fire
seriously (many of us) because Is not necessarily valid. The
we really don't want to be here problem is, we simply ran out
in the first place. So that age- of gas in high school.
It has been said that for old saying about ignition trouble
S.B.
every one student with a spark
of genious, there are ten with
ignition trouble, Okay, 111 buy
that. But just think, college is a
Place to Expand, a Glorious institution for the Advancement
of Our Culture, a Bunch of
Buildings in which to Study,
Read, Listen, Eat, Freeze in
the Winter.and. Die of Heat
Prostration In. the summer. College takes up from four to ten
years of our lives.
So what do we do?
We party, complain, don't
study, and fall miserably In
most of our classes. Why?
Well, most students might use
the following exctwe: "I only
, - m . because I h a d nothing
better to do with my time."
Now, most students probably
wouldn't Just come out and say
that Oh, no. Heavens to Betsy,
-Why should I uko you to my loader?
I didn't even vote lor hlml"
of course not
And so, we don't take college
Dear Editor:

. * "

1

",

formed a pact and aent spies
and saboteurs Into the rebel
camp.. The spies were no sluggards-they worked with efficiency and speed, spreading
the mind-benumbing Influence
of the King among the leaders
of the Institution. Soon the
'fortitude of the President, and
'Us board was broken. The evil
ones had indeed done their )ob
well.
n * President disbanded the
Makfeet group, much to the dismay of aH. The people shouted
out in anger and confusion,
demanding audience with the
Resident. Yet he refused all requests and, secreted away In his
chambers, he turned a deaf ear
to the cries of the little ones,
whose minds were being ravaged by the Stcoms and Pulpmags of the Klng-who sat boating'in his castle, his hideous
face contorted Into varied expressions of delight.
Broken-hearted, the people
returned to the trudgery of their
day-to-day life, tears springing to
their eyes as they watched their
little ones become abosrtoed Into
the Kingdom of the DBteratl,
becoming little more thin mindless automatons
Sse v a \ . .

perience of day care administration for the past year, I strongly
oppose the dosing of MacFeat
Nursery. I gained an awareness
of quality day care at MacFeat
which was one of the inost valuable experiences of tiiy college
education. In graduating from
Winthrop with a major in Family
antf;"Cffil3' Development. I, like .
all'other degre? candidates, was
required. to complete day care
laboratory
experience
at
MacFeat as well as at day care
centers in the community. (The
chairman of the FDC department has verified that both
types of experiences are still
required of FDC majors.)
I commend President Vail for
wanting "better alternatives toward the general involvements of
students in Early Childhood
Education." But I question his
characterizing MacFeat as not
preparing students for real world
situations. In fact, MacFeat'S
"atypicalness" Is needed by students to show them theory In
practice. Since when does a college administration discourage
lofty experiences in which students learn about ideals and
goals for which to strive after
graduation?

state of decay.
With the tremendous increase
of working mothers during the
last several decades, many of
them from sheer necessity as
the sole providers for their families child ,duv ate.,h#, assumed
imiijt impprtance.
care centefi musUffi. strffed -qualified
people who have learned from
actual experience with children
as'well as from books. There Is
no substitute for such internships. There are, unfortunately,
not encugh such individuals to
meet the neetfc, just as there are
not enough day care centers at
present to accommodate children now adrift on our city
streets and the latch-key youngsters of the suburbs.
As a former Instructor of
child development and teacher
at the MacFeat Nursery, I have
first-hand knowledge of the
tremendous training it providesfor the pre-school child, their
parents and especially for the
college student.
It does ?e&m to me that to
close this school is a backward
step, for it is unfortunate wben
economic and dally concerns
supersede that most important
Quality day care Is seldom a
of tasks for the future, the nurture and education of the reality in our country today.
As an optimist, I dare to say
coming generations.
that ten years from now day
care programs implementing the
Sincerely,
prindples of MacFeat Nursery
Karen Bryson Frazier
will be known as the standard
rather than aa the "atypical."
Dear Editor:
The dosing of MacFeat Is
obviously a step in the direction
Rumors! Rumors! What are away from quality day ore
the issues? Well, you are on cam- and quality day care training.
pus and have probably bean! the
latest As an alumna who has
Yours truly,
faced the day-to-day realistic exKay M. Martin

,-•*
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Sound and Silence —
music, mime, and magic
BY RUSTY McKIBBEN
"You look for a wsy of
seducing them . . . You have to
take them into your ride and
seduce them."
That was the philosophy of
Keith Berger, mime, performing
in Byrnes Auditorium last week
as he appeared with Paul Winter
Consort. Their act of muiic
and silent mime was billed as
"Sound and Silence."
In Interviews prior to the
show, Berger and Winter illustrated how oppcaite ends of
the performing spectrum can
come together to entertain.

Keith Brrftr, mime, performed akmg with U» ftul Winter Consort i t Byme» auditorium, Oct. 12. (fboto by A.P. Smith)

Berger is a young veteran
full of sidewalk savvy developed on the streets of New York.
"In terms of performances.
It (the street) Is like a laboratory for you. If you turn out a
bad one (performance) nobody
cares. It's rough to play because nobody's sitting down
watching you. If they donl like
you, they'll leave. You've got to
rivet their attention."
Rivet Berger did ae he was
carried on stage as a robot the
night of the performance. He
drew the audience Into his
world of mimed cowboys with
silent guns, young auiton giving
their hearts away, boxes that
magically appeared and disappeared and fantastic shapes
that- existed tint only in Ms
• t e d bat were later W
by
the andfence. Barter la the
day, be lad appeared in Thomson Cafeteria, cavorting among
the tables crowded with students, being pulled by imaginary ropes, mimicking embarras' •ed co-eds, and, at one point,
dlmblng atop a dinner table to
"hang" himself to the delight of
, a p p U u ^ stHdrats.^ . , . .

Winter, on the other hand,
spoke of his music as a means of
getting people to become more
in tune with themselves rather
than as a trick.
"It's easy to get Into the
world of the mind and get lost
and not be grounded," lw said.
"It's the world of the heart
that's missing in our culture.
That's where music just has a
beautiful root. Just immedately
touch it, and, no matter what
the people In the auditorium
believe, whatever their religion,
politics, tadal ideas, music becomes a common ground for all
of them. It gives us that experience of oneness."
Winter has worked on gaining an organic quality In Ms
music that pulls from not only
the amalgam of music of diverse
cultures, but from the influence
of animal sounds.
Interspersed among tunes influenced by Eastern European
music and African chants,
appeared songs with whale whistles and wolf howls. Tills Inoorporation of animal sounds
reflected Winter's interest In
animals and endangered species,
part of the reason for his newest
album. Tto album was oo sale In
the lobby of the auditorium
during the Intermission of the
performance.
However different some aspects of their performing philosophies might be, Berfer and
Winter both reamsd to delve
• into tht trtativil "When I'D doing my mime,
Vm trying to evoke a aeaaa of
spirituality. What 1 mean by that
is something magical. Illusory.
U defies the actual," said Berger.
"It's metaphysical; ritual."
Winter reiterated. In a separate interview, the same feeling.
His concept was of a spirituality

beyond the intellect which contributes to unity among people.
"Itla hard for humans to do
things together, that is, humans
as undeveloped as we Westerners. There are peoples on the
Earth who have lived In
harmony with nature, with the
wisdom of nature for generations, who are very tribal and
can do things together. Those
people are on the vanishing
trail right now. Our minds are
too tar developed beyond our
Instincts, f^opie who are dose
to nature have a much better
balance, as wild animals do,
between Instincts and mind. The
one thing we can do together,
though, is make music."
Winter and Berger showed
this harmony as each worked
separately, then together. Winter's four man, one woman
orchestra performed a wide
range of what Winter termed
"organic" music, beginning with
a musical theme, and experimenting, in progression, with
cello, tympanl, African percussion and other Instruments.
Berger performed first on
stage alone, progressed to In. audience capering, and on to
miming with one or two audience participants on rtage.
Finally, the two combined
In a surrealistic piece called
"Instant Replay" in which Winter's group provided background
for Better's slow motion mime
of the various participants In a
football garni.
Berger summed up the point
of the performs ice In thla Interview.
"Paul and I haw a kind of
ritual dance that we do. His
music is very ritual in my eyes,
and, in a funny way, my mime is
also ritualistic. It* kind of rare
these days."

Cheech and Chong—pot luck
ReviewBY SIDNEY A. BREEZE

Wyndy Amersoo, Alice Fields, and Leslie Flint rehearse for the
Dance Theatre Workshop. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

New members
join dance theater
Seven new performing members and eight apprentices were
selected to Join the Wlnthrop
Duce Theatre after try-outs
it held Sept. 14 and 19.
according to Ryn Felder, president.
Susan Fredricks, Jane Durham, Wyndy Amerson, ABce
Fields, WentS Welch, Marlon
Harris sod Leslie Flint joined
as performing members.
Gary Forrist, Ann Batchelor,
Kelly Eady, He Trowele, Shawn
Dubruisson, Edna Cox, Martha

Cooper and Mary Ann Wauur
Jojned as apprentices..
Members continuing from
year Include Ryn Felder, Julie
Durham, Pam Galney, Suia
Smith, Dan Caldwell, Susan
Lay, Karen Bell, Romana
Bryant, Beth Smith and Alison
Man.
Dance "Hieatre members are
currently preparing dances for
the Fall Workshop to be held
Thursday, Nor. 9, 6:45 to 7:45
p.m. In Peabody Dance Studio.

When I decided on the spur
of the moment to travel to Charlotte, I was unsure about what I
was going to do when I got
there. So I thought, "Hey,
you haven't done your review
for this week. Why don't you go
see a movie?" So I went to
Eastland Mall to see what was
playing. When I spotted Cheech
and Chong's "Up in Smoke," I
Just couldn't resist. Being a devoted follower of their albums,
I was unsure about what I
might encounter on the Big
Screen, but I went anyway, and
rm awfully glad I did.
Despite the fact that the
theater was completely packed,
and I had to sit on the sticky,
grundgy floor, underneath a fire
extinguisher and In front of a
vent blowing out cold air, I
had an enjoyable time. And
every time the man In the blue
coat walked down the aisle, I
tried to look as Inconspicuous
as possible, so he wouldn't

throw me out. Once that movie
started, I wasn't about to leave.
There was no actual plot to
the movie. About the dosest
I could get to a storyline vras
this: these two wild and crazy
guys (Cheech and Chong) spend
the length of the movie trying
to get some marijuana. Not only
that, but they want to make the
Big Time with their own musical
(cough, cough) group. So while
In Hajuana, they get a Job transporting appliances (or so they
think) across the border. But
actually they are driving a van
made almost entirely of grass.
So instead of transporting appliances. they are transporting pot.
Clever, eh?
Now, since they have this
van, they dedde to enter Into
the Battle of the Bands at the
Roxy so they can get a record
contract. Sinn all of the other
groups are punk, they go punk,
too. The result is "Alice Bowie "
They are a hit, because the van
made of grass has caught on fire
and the smoke Is blUovrtng
through the vents of the Roxy
and making everyone higher

than a weather balloon.
If you have listened to some
of Cheech and Chong's albums,
it is easier to get into the movie,
because several of the characters
and songs come straight from
the records ("Sergeant Stadanko," "Alice Bowie," "Pedro de
Pacas and Man . . . " ) .
There is a good deal of foul
language, but some of it is spoken In such a way that It isn't
too noticeable. Besides, I've
heard worse language at Sambo*
at 2:00 a-m.
There Is no nudity, except
for the side view of a lady who
Is disrobing. I'm sorry, but
that* about It.
The dialogue and the characters are very funny, and so are
the situations. I think It was
worth my three bucks (six,
actually-I had to pay for my
friend* ticket, because she
didn't have any money). The
movie vras good enough to keep
everyone laughing, and to get
their applause when It was over.
And I applaud It, too.***V4
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A LOOK AT HISTORY

AND CURRENT EVENTS

Bv Dr. Birdsall Viault. Professor of History. Winthrop College
The recent deaths of Popes
Paul VI and John Paul I bring .
to mind the death of Pope
Plus IX a century ago. Like the
years before 1978, the yean
prior to 1878 were difficult
ones for the Roman Catholic
Church and its leader. But
there were differences. If not
warmly loved, Pope Paul VI
was generally respected. And In
a brief reign of 34 days, Pope
John Paul won the affection
of millions. And their funerals
were not marked by the kind of
ugly, mudsllnglng demonstrate l which greeted the heane
bearing the remains of Plus
IX.

Nancy Thurmond a m p d p u for her husband Strom. (Photo by
A.P. Smith)

Thurmond comments
on MacFeat
BY SULA SMITH
Nancy Thurmond, wife of
South Carolina Republican Senator Strom Thurmond, was at
Winthrop Wednesday, October
11, ai part of a "college and tech
school blitz." Thurmond said,
"We're trying to encourage students to take an active Interest
In the election anu to express
Strom's Interest In yo-mg people."
Senator Thurmond has approved of many bills which
benefitted
young
people.
According to Mrs. Thurmond,
he co-sponsored legislation
which gam eighteen-year-olds
the right to rote and supported
many bills that provided tax
credit for families planning a
college education for their children.
"He was in favor of the
youth differential in the minimum wage bill which provided
many short-term and summer
employment opportunities for
stu ents," she said. "And, in
1977 he supported the Youth
, Training and Employment Act
which provided many Job opportunities in conservation and In
the communities for young

like to aee them resolve It to
the student's satisfaction." a *
said that she thought the best
thing to do would be to git
the SO A, the media, apd Interested students together with
the administration to wOrk on
the problem.

"^According to his wife, the
Senator has offered to donate
a large sum of money to Winthrop and has challenged the
Alumni Association to match
It. "Strom ts'-extr»mely Interested In Wlntlwop," she said.
When asked- about the
MacFeat-WltheW' Issue, Thurmond said, "We are both very
concerned about it. I do not
know what they're planning to
do with the building after next
semester. I've'ilways thought It
was a great nursery, and 1 d

"It's always difficult to resolve a big Issue aa this has become, or to reverie a decision,
she said. "I wouldn't give up."

into being in 1861, Plus IX
shared none of the enthusiasm
of his fellow Italians.

by the Catholic Church.
The death of Plus IXlti 1878
caused some to moum. But
many of his enemies remained
as angry as ever. When the time
came to carry the Pope's bodyto its final resting place in
Rome's Church of St. Lawrence
Outside the Walls, It was thought
wise to do so under cover of
night. But even then, there was
an ugly demonstration as rurious
Romans hurled mud at the
heane.

In the realm of theory. In
September 18*4 the Pope Issued
his encydlcal letter Quanta Cura
and Its accompanying Syllabus
of Errors. The Ideas of the age,
the Pope declared, were not
simply a challenge. They were.
In fact, errors to be condemned.
These
errors
Included
rationalism and political liberalism, secular education and the
Those who shared Plus IX's
separation of church and state,
and the whole concept of human hostility to the forces of the
progress. The Pope flatly age regarded him as a hero. To
repudiated the idea that he the world, however, he had been
should in any way "reconcile a failure.
Plus IX had possessed some
Pope Plus IX received the and align himself with protriple tiara in 1848, beginning gress, liberalism, and modern strengths. He made his followen mote aware of the univerthe longest papal reign In his- civilization."
sality of the Church. And he put
tory. Before his election. Plus
a new emphasis oo the imporhad had something of a repuSix years later. In 1870, the tance of prayer, sacrifice, and
tation as a progressive.
But then. In 1848, the Italian government seized Rome personal purity.
Oames of revolution engulfed Itself, which had been a papal
Europe. In Rome itself, radicals possession. The furious Pope
He was a man with a sense
seized power and proclaimed a now excommunicated King Vicfree republic. The Pope fled the tor Emmanuel II and Instructed of humor. He once inscribed a
city, disguised as a simple Italian Catholics to refrain from poor photograph of himself with
participation in the affairs of the the words Jesus had spoken as
priest.
Plus IX soon regained con- kingdom. In further protest. He walked, upon, the waters:
trol of Rome. But the upheaval Plus IX declared himself a "Fear not. It is I."
had come as a shattering ex- "prisoner of the Vatican." He
perience and he spent the last would not leave unless the
30 yean of his reign as a con- Italian state relented and resPlus IX was succeeded by
firmed reactionary. He regarded tored Rome to his possession.
The Pope's actions angered Leo XHI, a man-Shore in tunc
all liberals as revolutionaries,
all revolutionaries as devtte, and many Italians, who felt that with the times. Leo proved reliberal Catholics as traitors. Plus lacked a proper sense .of markably adept. In meeting the
of- the late 19th cenrioUsm. And Uie Italian gov- challenges
In the realm of politics,.the
<
meot launched an anti- "tiny "«*a -thereby reinvlgoraPope remained- hostile io; the
ting
the
Roman Catholic
cause of Italian unity. When a i aerical campaign, reducing the
united Kingdom of Italy came • privileges traditionally enjoyed Church.

«

A.T.S.

IF WE HAD
A FEW MORE
TO WORK WITH
THISONE
WOULDN T BE
SO DAMNED
IMPORTANT

Presents
VOTE FOR THE DRAFT
OF YOUR CHOICE
Check off 4 of the leading draft nominees listed you
would like to sec at A.T.S. Deposit ballots In voting boxes
outside cafeteria gate and A.T.S./snackbar. Remember,
we only have room for 4 taps, so oi.ly 4 cholcces, please.
Ballots are not acceptable past October 27.
O OLD MILWAUKEE
O,BUD WEISER
O M1CHELOB

OPABST BLUE RIBBON

OMICHELOB LIGHT

OSCHUTZ

O MILLER

OSCHUTZ DARK

O MILLER LITE

OSCHLITZ LIGHT

OSTROH'S
O NATURAL LIGHT
How often do you visit A.T.S.?
Ounce a week O twice a week O more than twice a week

INTERVIEWS: C^rrf.r Planning Center
INFORMATION:

OCTOBER 1 3
Dinkins Student Ctr
OCTOBER 3 0 , NOV 1

PeaceCorps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUHTTY

VOLUNTEER* W
TO AMERICA
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Riley shares views on people issues
As for jobs, Riley feels that
the public education," be said.
Concerning the question of South Carolina should recruit
new
industry Into the areas of
Richard Riley, Democratic fairness in government, appointcandliUte for governor of South ing and hiring practices, Riley South Carolina where it does
Carolina, spoke at a luncheon declares that he will see that the most good.
"Government does have the
la<t week in Rock HU, where he boards and commissions are
outlined his proposed reforms truly representative by appoint- power to lead and direct peoon "Feon!£ issues."
ing more women, blacks, senior ple," Riley said. "We need to
Riley", who Is a 14-year vet- dtizens, handicapped and young make the old government work.
eran of the South Carolina people
to
decision-making I think South Carolinians think
legislature, has been responsible bodes."
this makes sense."
for major reforms and programs
In home rule, judicial reform,
education and elderly care.
Riley contends that for good
government, elected officials
should work to balance the budget and reduce bureaucratic red
tape. Howewr, he also stated
that there should be a "belief In
a principle that one is concerned about people, especially
people with special problemselderly people, sick people and
the handicapped."
Another issue Riley "laborated on was the EqU'l Rights
Amendment. "I support the
Equal Rights AmenJment," he
said. "1 have always supported
it. I support equal rights for
everybody.
"The average woman coliege
graduate makes approximately
the same annual salary as the
average male eighth grade graduate. No person should be
denied equal rights on the basis
of sex."
On the issue of public education, Riley feels that parents
must be reintegrated into the
public school system. "The pubRlchard Riley, Democratic candidate for governor of South
lic must be brought back into Carolina. (Photo by David Bellamy)
BY RALPH JOHNSON

Sound off
By Benny Cidn

Should Strom Thurmond or Pug
Ravene! be our next Senator?

"I think Ravenel ought to win!
It Thurmond's been in too|
long."
-Kitty Flnklea-

'Ravenel hat fresher ideas that
benefit us more. We need some
new blood in office."
j
-Karen Humphries1

"Thurmond has been in there
for i g r u d hu too many conservative ideas. An Strom's good
for b making babies."
-Ubby 'nmmoos-

'Pug Ratenel is more pn w
slw in his policies on education
and Industry. These are
areas in which South Carolina I
could use some help."
-Lsrry Durham-

105 GARNER ST.
YORK, S. C.
phone 684-9653

HOURS
M O N . - T H U R S . 11 A.M.-9 P.M.
FRI.-SAT. 1 1 A . M . - 1 2 P : M .

BEER • WINE •

HAPPY HOUR
5 - 7 P M.
TUES. THURS. SAT.

UNIQUE SANDWICHES
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The Thomas family papers
BY RON LAYNE
Love, death, romance, trave!,
war and the unfolding story of
generations . . . these have long
been the ingredients for the
successful pulp novels of contemporary publishing. In our
all-too-willing suspension of disbelief, we are Ukely to forget
that bona fide family living can
offer the world a similar story.
The Thomas Family ftpers, a
gift of Mrs. Louise Thomas
Miller of Rock Hill, are a recent
accession to the Winthrop College Archives. The collcctlon
offers researchers a palpable account of Rock Hill family life
and American society between
the years 1920 and 1950 and
consists of photographs, memorabilia and correspondences.
These chronicle the life of this
preeminent local family, giving
historians a vivid account of the
struggles, successes and failures
of a family whose children grew
to maturity in the years that
covered the Depression through
World War IL
The correspondence exchanged by the various family
members are the key to the collection. Over fifteen hundred
piece* of written communication combine to tell the colorful story of the Roy Zachariah
Iliomas family.
Thomas, former professor of
Chemistry at Wnthrop (19141926), was the founder of
Thomas Tours in Rock Hill.
An eloquent speaker and a
highly Intelligent individual, he
passed on his understanding of

the English language to his six
children. The result Is a collection of lucid and substantial
correspondence. The Thomas
children, Louise, Zack, Helen,
Alberta, Goody and Bobby, live
and grow in this collection of
letters.
The "depression letters" tell
the story of how~ewryday life
continued beyond the stock
market crash. One Thomas
daughter was teaching without
salary at Mississippi State College for Women as the country
struggled through Its financial
ebb. Another set of letters mentions the extreme faculty cutback Winthrop College went
through due to the Depression.
The Thomas' tour business suffered . . . and survived as the
country pulled out of Its darkest
hour. The Thomas family endured.
Marriages followed. The Thomas sons grew to be young
college men. The daughters began families of their own. Hie
letters of that particular period
breathed" love, birth, optimism . . . then war.
Bobby, Goody and Zack Thomas. When WWH broke out,
they were all prime candidates
for military duty. The family
letters of the period reveal the
nation 'at war and a family's
concern that some members
might be taken.
College correspondence from
Goody and Bobby during the
early 1940*1 throw light on the
intense study and training required of "Clemson Cadets" as
they were pushed through col-

lege. Cadets received twenty-five
cents per day, preparing for a
war that was costing the country mudi more. The Thomas
sons were readying for a fight.
As the war rolled on, Goody
Thomas found himself out of
school and Involved with engineering and experimental testing of bombers and fighter
planes at Wright Field (todayWright-PattersonAFB)
In
Dayton, Ohio. His letters refer
to the almost continuous stream
of [.lane cre-hra that occurred
during testing av B-29's reached
"altitudes beyond-well-beyond
Imagination." Zack lecame involved in hospital administration. The war ended with these
Thomas sons never leaving home
sail. Bobby Thomas, the youngest son, became the only son to
see the devastating effects of
war.
Letters from the youngest
Thomas (Bobby) are the most
revealing "war letters." He wrote
from Officers Candidate School,
that, "We've learned how to
kill-and kill quick . . . we are
constantly taufnt to all, slash,
burn, knife . . . Imagine being
taught . . . all the treacherous
thinp a human could possibly
think of. The American soldier
is much more of a savage than
the public b led to believe." He
found himself honing skills he
had never wished to acquire.
Bobby would never be required to use those skills. At
the dose of WWII, Lt. Bobby
Hiomas was at Ft. Ord in
California. He had escaped
actual fighting, but would come

Bobby Thomas In Japan at the dose of World War IL (Photo
courtesy of Winthrop Archives)
to know, first hand, what a war
actually cost his country and
the Japanese people. He wrote,
" F t Ord is another crossroad
of the army. I've seen, many of
my classmates here. One, a very
good friend
has only one leg
now. I've learned that three
boys in my first dass in O.C.S.
have been killed In action . . .
It seems fate is working with
me."
Bobby was shipped to Tokyo
as part of the occupation forces.
The letters that follow are the
meat of the Thomas Family
Papers. In his carefully penned
letters, he gave his family a
written documentary of what
Japan had suffered due to the
American atomic bombs. His
letters are written landscapes of

The Thomas Family Papers
are events, memories and written
reminiscences of the Rock Hill
and American past. The chronological consistency found In
these letters is a rarity among
such accessions. The correspondence reflects a time when
European travel was offered by
Thomas Tours (62 days in
Europe for $795.00) for far less
than half the amount a similar
trip might cost today. The
papers are now a part of the
Winthrop Archives collection
and are available to interested
researchers.

The church school currently
has 24 full-time boarding children, and several daytime dients
from York County area. Each
cottage is equipped with a dassrocm and a full-time teacher.

BY RALPH JOHNSON
Ever wonder what It would
be llkr to work with emotionally disturbed children? Ask
Winthrop graduate student Steve
Watson. He works at the Episcopal Church Home in York.
The Episcopal Church Home
Is a full-time school for children
who have had trouble attending
public schools. According to
Gen* Knight, the school's administrator, the home was started in the early 1900's and was
moved to York. South Carolina
in 1909, where it served as an

Weekend Director and Winthrop graduate student Steve Watson playing with some of the
kids from the Episcopal Church Home In York. (Ehoto by A.Page Copley)

Tokyo and Yokohama. His
words reflect the wounds of a
catastrophic event in our history.

Ma.iy Winthrop students in
the Psychology, Special Education and Family and Child Development departments partidpate in internships and practlcums at the Church Home. Administrator Knight considers
working at the Church Home an
invaluable experience because it
Is a real situation.

Due to an unexpected
aeddent
which befell feature
writer Sidney A.
Breeze, the second
part of the study
series will not be in
this week's TJ, but
WILL be in next
week's. The Injury
did not keep Sidney
from typing up the
story, but the pain
pills did. Sorry.
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Vanishing point
BY CINDY DEAN
Winthrop students recently
hid the privilege of eyeing the
dooa and dads of the gntfltl
writer'! art through a graffiti
poster contest held a few weeks
ago.
We should an look at the
humerous side of statements
such as, "Glw Thompson back
to the roaches. They were here
first," or "Two men walking
abreast," followed by a drawing of two stick men holding a
leash, and literally, walking a
breast.
Yet, the statement which deserves a legitimate third glance
Is, "New York: Saturday Night
Live, Winthrop: Saturday Night
Dead." Is Winthrop really dead
on the weekends? We shall
pursue the magic number to discover how many people actually
stay on campus after the work is
done.
Margaret Williamson, admis-

sions counselor and 1976 Winthrop graduate, says, "It* not
nearly as bad as when I was a
student" Williamson said of
4640 Winthrop students, 2040
are boarding students. Our magic
number is 2040.
Fred Angerman, director of
food services, serves roughly
4500 students. On Saturdays,
the cafeteria serves 1600 students.
To visualize this difference,
think of potatoes. If the cafeteria prepares quartered potatoes for a weekday meal, this
would involve 250 pounds of
potatoes. For a weekend meal,
it would only involve 100
pounds of potatoes.
However, the cafeteria serves
many day students. One must
search on for the magic number
showing how many students stay
on campus during the weekend.
Another indicator might be
parking tickets. When asked
about the distribution of park-

Senior Order
Senior Order, a Winthrop
service organization, announced
five new members at Classes
Night Oct. 5, according to chairman Kathy Gibson.
New initiates are Gail Boler,
VicU Castas, Denise Holcomb,
Kathy Poston and Paul Varga.
"Senior Order is a service
organization made up of the 15
most influential members of the
senior class," said Gibson. "They

must exce- in academic and
extracurricular activities as well
a* demonstrate leadership abllitier."
Other members include Holly
Bland, Nita Brazeale, Debbie
Grimes, Jody Guy and Judy
Kirkpatrick.
Also Vicky Pace, Rhonda
Robbins, Dan Uischeler and
Denise Warren.

News briefs

ing tickets, Sgt. Kirkpatrick replied, "We let up on the weekends unless they're Illegally parked or pose a fire hazard."
Sgt. Kirkpatrick estimates
that around 20 tickets are glren
out on the weekends, and 75
tickets are given out during the
week. The number of registered
cars for full-time students is
around 1300.
For no reason at all, let's
assume that all the registered
cars belong to boarding students, and all the boarding students with cars go home. Subtract 1300 from 20-10 and our
magic number is now 740.
Ellen Barber is a Lab Technical Assistant at Dacus library.
She gives the figures for the
number of books checked out
during one week in September.
On Sept. 18, a Monday, 3-16
books were checked out. On
Sept. 23, a Friday, 136 books
were checked out. Flick the
magic wand, and let's hypothesize that for the 136 books,
one person checked out one
book. Our magic number is
now 136.
But there is a Catch-135.
From observation, it is easily
noticeable that 135 out of
this 136 suffer from "suitcase Syndrome" and must pack
all of their belonging into a
suitcase immediately after 11:00
class on Friday, and take it
home. The magic number is
one.
Next weekend I'm going
home too.

Becoming a Sigma Ep colony member gives you
a special choice to develop a Sigma Phi Epsilon Chapter of
your own design-

to build o tradition

aid a strong
which will evdare
Combiiiig your
with those of yoar
•embers, with

•ization
Leadership
Pride
Integrity
Characier
Brains
II all adds Up.
The only way lo know if
it's for you is to check
it out. .. closely.

Sigma Phi Epsik»,
0 lew aid
01 ««r compos.

ST,m
Epsilon

for years to come.
persoial ideals
fellow coloay
the priiciples of
you will help mold
different fraternity
For yoo, it is 01

W0C going climbing
The Winthrop Outing Club will hold their weekly meeting «t 6:00 Wednesday night at Sims 105, according to Jo
Ann Banning, president of the Outing Club.
Hanning said future activities will be discussed. Activities already planned are rock dlmblng at Devils Court
House October 28 and 29 and caving or gold mining November 4 and 5. Ice skating and shopping are also on the
agenda for the semester, said Hanning.
People interested In the Outing Club should contact
Jo Ann Hanning or attend the meetliij on Wednesday
night.

Iran featured by WIC
Winthrop International Club will hold its regular meeting
on Wednesday, Oct. 25 at 8 p.m. In the International
Room at Dacus Library, according to Mr. Thomas A.
Shcaly, sponsor of WIC.
The meeting will feature an "Iran Spedal," organized
by Essmaeil Maghsoud, computer science major.
Films, slides and other exhibits will be displayed. Iranian students «vill give short talks, and Persian coffee will be
served.
Shealy sa'ui all interested students are Invited.

ICF plans conference
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Is planning a conference entitled "Jesus, Redeemer-King" according to
Donna Hobeika, President of Intervarsity.
The cost of the conference Is $16.00 and a pre-regiitration fee to be paid before Oct. 20. For more Information
call Suzanne Gerrald at 323-3377.
A two-part study on Peter will conclude the weekly
meeting. Sunday, Oct. 29 at 9:00 p.m. in Dinkins Student
Center room 230.

Wine & cheese
Dinkins Program Board will hold a two-wepk short
course, "International Wines & Cheeses," beginning Nov.
1, according to Lorraine Campbell, chairman of Short
Course Committee of Dinkins Program Board.
The course will feature Greek wine on Nov. 1, and
Japanese wine "SAKE" on Nov. 8 instead of the usual
French and Italian wines. Both classes will meet Wednesdays, 7:00-8:00 at Across The Street.
Thomas A. Shealy, assistant professor of Latin and
French and foreign student advisor, will Instruct the course
along with Greek and Japanese students. Each class will
treat relating aspects of the country's culture as well as
wine tasting. The fee is $2.00 a person.
Campbell said that interested students should sign up at
Dinkins Information Desk by Oct. 27.

The U.N. wants you!
Model U.N. will kick off their student Recruitment
Unre Tuesday, Oct. 24, according to Jody Guy. Student
Coordinator.
They hare selected this particular date in observance of
united Nations Day. a day set aside all over the world to
honor the United Nations In New York City, according to
The drive will be a ampus-wide effort, and stations will
be set up outside Thomson Cafeteria and In Dinldns Student Center, where information can be obtained and questions will be answered.
a
•
""'I"* program In South Carolina, will
j T ? ' n l h r ° P f r o m April 18 until April 21. All interested students are urged to participate.

Clean out your closets
i! Sp n!orin8 a y , r d

„ ?
to " 1 * money for BSU
?i«
^ °?f - S " turd "y< 0 c t - 2 8 >•
Oakland Bap1,
director
^
'° *ecording to Dena Lucy, assistant
th

••paralleled experience.

Coitact Ed Mooi at *523-3670 or

George McJeahii at 323-3662 if further iaformatioa is desired.

Oakland Aw

? ' ! t u d c n t s who would like to donate Items
B ptl
'°
* " s,ud*nt Center on

n-jf'll-u""!?.' ™ i n U t " o f ""sic at First Baptist Church in
t h c dev
wirh i..
°U°ns at the soup and sandwteh lunch, Monday, Oct. 30 at 12:00 noon at the BSU
center. Lucy said.
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Women's volleyball team
attends Invitationals
Winthrop women * volleyball
team played In the UNC-Greensboro Invitational Oct. 6 and 7
and placed fifth out of ten
teams.
"The ten teams win divided into two pools, and we were
definitely In the strongest pool,"
said Warren.
High Point, No. 1 in the re.
gion last year; Wake Forest,
No. 2 In N.C. small colleges;
Eastern Kentucky University,
participants in the national tournament for several years; and a
very strong George Washington
University team were opponents
In Wlnthrop's pool.
"Friday night we played
Wake Forest just well enough
to win," said Warren. The
scores were 16-18,15-7,15-3.
High
Point
outscored
Winthrop 15-7, 16-3 In the second match of the evening.
Warren said, "We looked like we
didn't know what a volleyball
was. They definitely dominated
the match."
EKU beat Winthrop in a continuation of pool plat Saturday
morning. "I was very impressed
with that match," said Warren.
"We played hard, and It was the

type of match no one could
be ashrrad of losing." Hie game
scores were 15-9,5-15, 3-15.
Winthrop completed pool
play Saturday by defeating GWU
15-8, 15-9. "Everybody except
us expected George Washington
to win," Warren said. "It was a
total Winthrop team effort, and
we got a chance to surprise a
lot of people."
Winthrop came out third in
the pool and was pitted against
the other pool's No. 2
Mississippi University in the
double-elimination tournament.
"We continued to surprise
people," said Warren as Winthrop outscored MUW 10-15,
16-8, 15-8. "Our bench played an Important factor In the
win. They were really into the
game and were big spirit
boo6tera."
In the second round Saturday, EKU defeated the Eagles
15-2, 6-16, 11-15. "It was a
good match," said Warren.
"Quite a few people commented
that it was a shame either team
had to lose."
"We ran out of gas against
UNC-G," said Warren. Winthrop
lost 10-15, 7-15 in the Saturday

game. "We had a slower reaction time,- we weren't jumping
as high, and we didn't do what
we needed to do to win."
The Eagles finished the tournament in fifth place.
The women's volleyball team
finished second out of seven
teams in the Francis Marion
Invitational Oct. 13,14.
In pool play on Friday, the
Eagles beat Clemson 15-10,
12-15, 15-7, and beat Francis
Marlon 15-13,15-6. "We played
just well enough to win the Friday games," said Coach Linda
Warren.
Saturday morning was a
different stoiy. "We got It
together and opened right on
trick," said Warren. The Eagles
went into the single-elimination
tournament seeded second.
Francis Marion fell to the
Eagles 164, 15-1 and Enkine
came away defeated by Winthrop 15-7,15-6 in the first two
rounds of the tournament Satur"We lost it against Charleston, though," said Warren. The
Eagles came away with second
place when they lost to the
Cougars, 3-15,17-19.

Eagles up record to 2-5-3
BY KELLY GORDON
Wlnthrop's field hockey
team has upped their record
to 2-5-3 as they continue
season play.
The Eagles tied Catawba
1-1 In a match at Catawba
Oct. 3.
"It was one of our better
games," said Coach Maeberta
Bobb. "We dominated the
game, but just couldn't get
the ball In the cage."
Junior Donna Massey
scored the Winthrop point.
Bobb said that senior Kay
Trues dale also played a fine
game.
In a home match against
Appalachian Oct. 13, the

Eagles lost 1-2.
"It was a physically rough
game for both teams," said
Bobb. "The referees were
calling loosely, and there was
a lot of stick slashing going
on."
Wlnthrop's point was
scored by junior Christ Sherman.
The Lady Eagles tied
Davidson 1-1 in a heme
match Oct. 16.
"I felt good about the
game," said Bobb. "Davidson
came In with a 5-1-1 record,
and they are a strong team."
Tiuesdale scored Winthrop*
point.
Bobb said that left hair
Shirley Dunford and right

link Vickl Hawkins played a
very good game against
Davidson. She also commended Ann Horton for her
outstanding play all season.
"We're getting our game
together now," said Bobb.
"I had anticipated a slow
st.-it. If we keep playing
the way we have these last
few games well finish the
season well."
Team captain Karen Iseman sa'd, "We're getting
better with every game. It's
a challenging sport, and we're
answering that challenge."
The next match is Oct.
26 at Furman.

Wes Jenkins moves the ball past Benedict defenders. (Photo by
A. Page Copley)

Soccer scenes
EAGLES 2-BAPTIST 0
Friday the 13th proved to be lucky to the Winthrop
soccer team, as they defeated Baptist College, 2 0.
Car!o6 Gonzalez put the Eagles on the scoreboard on an
arrest from Fausta Huertos del Rno.
Frankie Grirfln scored for Winthrop in a penalty shot to
make the final 2-0.
Winthrop outshot Baptist, 23-17, while Eagle goalkeeper, Bob Bowen, recorded his second shutout of the
season and had ten saws to his credit. It was the first time
this season that Baptist College has been shut out.
EAGLES RIP BENEDICT
The Winthrop Soccer Team set a single game scoring
record as they demolished an outmaiined Benedict squad
11-1.
Freshman Brian Cotner led the Eagles with three goals,
the first hat trick of his career. Coco Suarez and Frankie
Griffin added two goals each, with Tim Peay, Lebron
Sutton, Fausto Hertos del Pino, and Carlos Gonzalez all
adding one goal each in the route.
Winthrop had 54 shots on goal to only four for Benedict.
The Eagles are in action once again, Wednesday, at 4:00
p.m. at the soccer field, when they fact- the Gamecocks of
South Carolina, currently rated fcdith in I he South.
WC 5, COASTAL CAROLINA 1

Winthrop hosts Sportsday

The Winthrop College Eagles Soccer team scored a pair
of goals by Coco Suarez and went on to defeat Coastal
Carolina 5-1 In an NAIA District Six soccer match played
October 6.
Fausto Hertos del Pino put the Eagles on the scoreboard
at the 5:15 mark of the first half. Tim ftay and Wes
Jenkins followed suit to make the score 3-0 before Dave
Paddock scored for Coastal at the 36:15 mark of the first
hair.
Coco Suarez scored twice in the second hair to make the
final 5-1.
WinCirop outshot Coastal 40 to 6 for the match.

team. We've been trying to beat
this team for four years, and we
did it by playing the best field
hockey we've played all season."
Left link Ann Horton and
left wing Jane Polansky scored
the Winthrop points. Former
WC student Pat Bailey scored
the point for the S.C. Club.
Bailey holds the Winthrop record for most goals In a' season
and In a career.
The Lady Eagles won their

Winthrop* Eagles were defeated 3-1 by UNCGreensboro in an Intercollegiate soccer match played Oct.
12 at the soccer field.
UNC-Greensboro scored first with Richard Woodham
booting the ball through the posts, but the Eagles came
back with Carlos Gonzalez tielng the score at 1-1.
The second half saw UNC-G score two goals on the
Eagles, the first at the 17:35 mark and the second at the
34:22 mark. Winthrop outshot UN&G 28-18 on goal shots
In the roughly played game. Goalkeeper Bob Bowen had
17 saws tor the Eagles.

BY KELLY GORDON
Eight college and university
field hockey teams participated
In Winthrop Sportsday Oct. 14,
,-ccording to Coach Maeberta
Bobb.
Winthrop won their first
game of the season against the
S.C. Field Hockey Club 2-1.
"The dub is formed of former college field hockey playeis," said Bobb, "and five former Winthrop players are on the

second game of the season that
same day against Converse 1-0.
"We weren't quite as sharp in
this game," Bobb said, "and it
was a pretty even match."
Jane Polansky made the Winthrop point.
In other games during the
day Furman defeated Clemson
3-2, Appalachian outscored Converse 2-1, the S.C. Club defeated Furman 2-1, and Clemson
Ml to Appalachian 1-0.

EAGLES BOW TO UNO-GREENKBORO
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Team effort wins
BY KELLY GORDON
The
Winthrop
women's
volleyball team won three and
loat one in their first four home
matches.
"The first home match of the
season was against the College
of Charleston, Oct. 3, and it
was terrific," said Coach Linda
Warren. "We had excellent spectator support and the cheerleaders were also very good.
Everybody played heads-up ball.
They played smart, gave a good
team effort and won."
With game scores of 15-10,
6-15, 15-10, Warren attributed
moat of the success to team
effort and crowd support.
The Eagles lost to UNCGreensboro the same evening
11-16, 8-15. "After playing so
hard against Charleston we just
weren't ready to play Greensboro," Warren aid. "They are

a wry strong defensive team;
the ball just kept coming back
at us."
In a home match Oct. 11,
Wlnthrop defeated Coker 15-5,
15-1.
"It was a good match," said
Warren, "and I got to play some
people who had not seen action
before.**
In a match against Converse
the same evening, Winthrop was
again victorious with game
scores ofl5-6,15-17,15-2.
"We got a little cocky on that
second game and lost it," said
Warren. "You have to keep respecting your opponent or they'll
come up and beat you."
Warren said that Betty Byrd
and Beth Amick played wry
well in both matches Wednesday
night. "They served well, received service well and hit well."
said Warren. "That's what It
takes to win."

Sexism in sports
Washington, D.C. (CPS>-T1ie
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) published
regulations in 1975 that gave
government-supported American
colleges until July 21, 1978 to
end sex discrimination in their
athletic programs. A number of
lawsuits, a great deal of agony
in figuring out ways to split up
the $2 billion currently spent
on men's intercollegiate sports
annually, and the deadline all
passed this summer. Yet when
the fall season began, few
schools had fully integratedathletic programs, and 41 formal
complaints about sex discrimination in sports had been filed
with HEW. Among the schools
dted were:
The University of Iowa, Cen-

tral Missouri State, University of
Missouri at Columbia, California
State University at Fresno, Centralia College (Washington),
Boise State, University of Maryland, uniarslty of Bridgeport.
Yale University, Fordham
University, Saate University of
New York at Buffalo, Cornell
University.
University of Georgia, University of Michigan, Central
Michigan University, University
of Wisconsin at Madison, St.
Olaf (Minn.) College, University of Minnesota.

Ann Horton displaying One play action at the Winthrop Sports Day, held Saturday, October

One, two, three, stroke
BY KELLY GORDON
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Tennis lessons will be coMembers of Sigma Gamma ordinated by senior Rexine RobNu, the P.E. majors' organiza- bins, ext. 3406. Lessons for
tion, will teach classes in swim- children and adults will be
ming, tennis, and gymnastics taught on the Winthrop courts
from October 23 through No- 5:30-6:30 Mondays and Wedvember 21, according to Irene nesdays.
DeWItt, president.
Una Broome, ext. 3372, will
Junio.' Dean Williams, ext. coordinate
the
gymnastics
3503, will be in charge of the lessons for children 7-8 p.m.
swimming dasses. Lessons will Tuesdays and Thursdays
in
be taught in the Winthrop pool Withers gym.
to adults 6:30-7:30 Mondays,
DeWItt said that teaching
and beginner children 4-5 p.m. these classes has been a tra-

ditlonal money-making project
and. learning experience for Sigma Gamma Nu members.
The cost Is $1.00 per lesson
and dasses are open to any
member of the Winthrop community. The chairman for this
semester's dasses is Leesa Rollings. ext. 3347. DeWItt said
that any Interested member of
the Winthrop community should
contact Rollings or the individual dass coordinators for
further information.

Atlanta Dance Go. at Clemson

Clemson, S.C.-The Atlanta
Contemporary Dance Company,
Southwest Texas State Unl- the only professional modem
versity, Texas A&I, College dance repertory company in the
of Great Falls (Mont.), Carroll Southeast, will visit Clemson
College (Mont.), and North Da- University Oct. 30-31 in an
kota State School of Sdence.
artists-in-residence program open

-Tuesday, Oct. 31: A demonstration. at 9:25 a.m. at Daniel
High School, beginning modern
dance dass from 12:30 to 2
pjn. in Flke Recreation Center;
Intermediate modem dance from
2 to 3:30 p.m. in Flke; and
theater movement for actors
frbm 3:30 to 5 p.m., also in
Flke.
All classes and demonstrations are free. Tickets for the
Monday night performance will
be on sale at the door, 50 cents
for children under 12, $1 for
students and $2 for adults.
Bill Mandicott, assistant program director of the University
Union, says: "These dances
pride themselves on their ability
to reach audiences that have
The dance company's sched- had little experience with dance
ule is as follows:
and to touch and exdte audi-Monday, Oct. 30: Master ences everywhere. They present
class In ballet at 1 a.m., Fllte entertaining, stimulating, oonRecreation Center; open re- temponuy material. People who
hearsal, 2 to 4 p.m. In Tillman take advantage of this opporHall Auditorium; and at 8 pjn. tunity are In for a rich exa performance in Tillman.
perience."

to the general public throughout the Piedmont.
The twcMiay program will
feature master classes In various
kinds of dance, a school demonstration and an evening performance.
The program is sponsored by
the Clemson University Union
and Is supported by the South
Carolina Arts Commission and
the National Endowment for the
Arts.
Space will be limited, so interested persons or school
groups «re encouraged to sign
up as soon as possible at the
University Union Information
Desk. For information call 6562461.

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10.000 IMtlngsl All subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(oiler expires Dec. 31.1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P.O. Box 84396, Los Angeles. CA. 90073
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4:00 p.m. - Saturday, October 28, 1978. Fun-run starts at 3:15 p.m. - 1 '!«'»
Winthrop College Farm - Rock Hill. S.C. rarking at Minthrop Park on Eden Terrace
Rd. - south off Rt. 21 bypass.
Diversified road surfaces. Hard packed dirt and pavement course is designed to
enable spectators to view almost four miles of the race. Split times every m e
gmtions/monitors. Some hills and long gradual inclines.
——
$3.50 - pre-registration. $4.00 - day of the race. Registration closes at 3:30 p.m.
^
Pre-rep.istration must be received on or before Oct. 2b, lV/».
Mail your entry early.
——„
Medals to top. finishers in every ap.e group (male and female). T-shirts to the top
300 finishers in the 10 kilometer event. The number of T-shirts awarded vill e
increased if pre-registration for the race is high In number.
Age groups (male and female): 19-under/20-29/30-39/40-49/50-over.

PHONE (803) 327-6882
FOR MORF INF0R"ATT0N.

m a i l t o : THE JOHNSONIAN
'

c/o YORK COUNTY STR1DERS
912'-j COLLEGE AVE.
ROCK HILL. S.C. 29730

Name

Age

Address

City

Sex

Race-10,000 meter

(Top 4 finishers per team)

Team Competition
Emergency Contact
T-shirt size (circle «ne) ... - —

1 Mile Fun-run

Telephone_
„

_

If participant is under 18 years of age-signature of parent

—

Make check, payable to: The Great Pumpkin Road Race. Athletes release statement -ust be
signed at registration table on race day.

Coti«3« Fare will ki doswl to Mtor traffic Spectators « i ! m
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Senior Class triumphs at Classes Night 1978
BY KELLY GORDON
The CUts of "79 won the
coveted diver cup and the CUtt
of '80 won the second place
pUque at the 1978 Classes
Night October 5, according to
Vicky Pace, assistant coordinator.
Face said that Classes Night
hat been a traditional night of
competition between the dasses
at Wlnthrop. "We're trying to
get Classet Night to change with
the current change of tradition,"
said Pace. "In the past the skits
have been more abstract, but
this year we tried to make them
more entertaining."
Each data had two weeks
to work up a skit based on the
theme "Thursday Night Live."
"Classes are allocated $150 each
for expenses," Pace said. "They
had to aeate their own
costumes, entrance, skit and
backdrop."
The senior dats skit was
entitled "Broadway." "It's the
Oat time our dass has won the
cup," said dass president Judy
i n q m utrick.
icil.
nr
WW
Klrkpa
"We
won
the

plaque a * past two yean. I
think Classes Night is a worthwhile activity. Most of the partidpants do, too. Those who
don't partldpate are missing out
on a lot of Winthrop atmosphere."
'T was so proud of the freshmen," said freshman dass president Julie Jackson. "The freshmen won an honorable mention for their skit "82nd Street
Hoedown."
"At first vre weren't sure
what to do and how to do It,"
Jacbon said, "but the involved
freshmen pulled it together and
Smort Wade Owena and Kathy Poston ham It up In their data
made It work.
Junior dass president Ruthie
by A.P. Smith)
Ayen had a different opinion.
Sophomore datt president "There's only one mascot," said
"Our theme was 'Old Wlnthrop
Pace, "and that's the Eagle."
and New Wlnthrop,' " said Adrtenne Bell echoed those sen"I'm glad we're changing,"
Ayers, "and I think people timents. " I t t hard to do a good said Ayers. "Classes ought to
should start looking more at job If people dont want to par- work together instead of putting
the "new" Wlnthrop. Tradition tldpate. The people who did a wall between themselves.
Is dunging; there are more partldpate deserve a lot of cre- Maybe In the future Classes
thinp to do at Wlnthrop. Very dit because they did a big Night could become like Oemfew people are interested In Job.**
pace said that part of the ton's Tlgerama. Fraternities, sohelping with Classes Night, and
rorities, and other camous
because there were to few of change this year Included doing organizations could partldpate."
away
with dass mascots snd
ut. It became work inttead of
As for this year's Classes
"Glory" and "Mighty" dasses.
fun.

skit, "Broadway." (Photo
Night, Pace said, "Sheree Wilson,
our coordinator, did a lot of
work as wen as all the partldpanta. I think everybody proved
that people can come together,
work together, and produce
something entertain!?:. Once It's
over you have a feeling of accompllshment, a feeling of ft Job
well done."

From student teaching to student certification

BY ELLEN DODD
Have you ever thought of becoming a teacher? If you haw,
then you should know that
there are some steps that you
mutt take to become certified.
Your first step b to file a
declaration of intent with the
school of education. Whon yo I
file you must also state what
you are presently in and
also In which,areas of education you plan to receive teacher
certification.
Next you must go through a
speech and hearing screening.
This screening by the Communications Department Is held once
a semester.
You must also have made a
C or better In Writing 102 (previously English 102). Transfer
students who took English 102
at another school and made a C
or better must alto take an Englith proficiency tett at Wlnthrop.
Then you have to have lab experience In teaching by taking
EDU 391 or the equivalent,
EED 391 for elementary education majors or SED 391 for
spedal educatlou majors.
After completing these steps
apply for formal admission to
the Teacher Education Program
with forms from the Office of
Student Teaching and Laboratory Experiences located in
Withers.
Upon passing all criteria for
admission meet with your advisor to plan required courses.

Your next step will be to put
in your application for ttudent
teaching, during a special meetIng for student teschen held
each spring. This application is
for the students who plan to
ttudent teach either In the fall
of the spring of the following
year. If ode tails to attend the
meeting he or she should come
by the Off!« for Student Teaching and Laboratory Experlenft
and fill out an application,
according to Dr. John Galllen,
chairman of the ttudent teaching committee.

cation majors have only been must do," said Galllen.
"Student-teaching Is benerequired to student-teach half
the semester, tut starting this ficial to both the student and
spring, they will h».- to student the school thill he may be teachteach for the whole semester just ing a I. The school (eta the
at the other education majors chance to examine the student

.

OCTOBER 24 IS
UNITED NATIONS DAY!
THE WINTHROP MODEL UNITED|
NATIONS JOINS THE WORLD
EN CELEBRATING
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"Wlnthrop hat ttudenU that
go into the Charlotte tchool system and student-teach there.
By putting them into a large
school system such as Charlotte's we are exposing them
to the large dty school and
this Is an experience that they
obviously wouldn't have In some
of the small schools In this
area," Galllen said.
The student must complete
EDU 381 and a laboratory experience as well as all other
professional courses before he or
she can rtudent-teach. Information about the courses required
can be found In the Wlnthrop
catalog and also in the Teschei a
Educational Program Handbook,*
which all Education majors are
urged to obtain. The handbook
should be purchased when a student files his declaration of intent
"In the past the spedal edu-

as to whether he may be a good
asset to the tchool when he graduates and the student also can
see what type of school system
he would prefer to work In the
future," Galllen said.

Parts
Plus

name!!l

%
tY
CAR-TRUCK-'
rail UNElOF REPLACEMENT PARTS FO
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YR
OUR
CAR-TRUCK-TRACTOR-SMALL ENGINE
-ARTS FOR IMPORTS
IMF
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CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
366-3105
1453 CHERRY RD.

ROCK HILL, S.C.
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CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT

OFF TO THE RACES—These homemade rafts appear to be In a dead heat during a raft
race sponsored by Sigma Phi Epsilon or. the Winthrop College lake last week. A raft sponsored by Comer Distributing Co., Inc., won the men's division with the Winthrop Jaycees
placing second. (Winthrop College photo by Joel Nichols)

A little social
interaction, please
BY RALPH JOHNSON
Imagine that you have moved
many thouiands of miles away
bom your home to go to a
school in another country. Upon
your arrival In that country,
your senses a n raped by strange
noistf, ""familiar f i m and
rather odd smslls. Although
your knowledge of the language
Is adequate, you still have problems with the rate the people
talkand also all the stag.
Tour first experience with
the food wfil mora U*n Ikety
be dtastrona. Yon wlH probably cringe and wish you had
newt left home as yon spoon
down the Keopectat* and make
mad dashes for the bathroom.
After starting your new academic career, after the tfeyadful
experience of trying, to figure
out how to register, you try to
settle in with the rest_of, the
students. Unfortunately, youare

iW(
kvtcX?
*.".11 hi.
Cnf l^uia ! W - *
ti-r
a«n^3
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not abl» to. Although the situation may not be overt, you o n
still sense a certain air of petty
snobbishness or worse yet, prejudice. You realize that if things
don't change it could be .1 lonely
and frustrating year.

students Is almost endless. Where
else can you find first hand information on the cultures, the
political make-up, and socioeconomic aspects of other countries?

Perhaps tor many of you
this attention Is easy to relate
to. But have you e*er thought
that, perhaps you o^jbt be
aggravating a-similar situation
right hew at good "ole Wnthrop'7 Winthrop College Is
fortunate enough to taw
approximately 100 international'
students. (I personally do not
tike die tag "foreign" student.
To me It implies something
that does not belong.) H*y
have come hen,.Hkx the test o t
i^^rtWarf^I&catlon and to
expsMthelcsocial horizons,
t . The tremendous learning opportunity that Is afforded by the
presence of the international

Essentially what 1 am trying
to say is that we should break
oat of provincial piattan palaces
and explore other areas of the
world. We must realize that
then is a very large world out
than that has powa smaller
because of innovations in travel
and communication. We must
also Italia (shocking as it may
seem) that the entire world
does not revolve around the
United States. Soma of our most
unforgettable
learning
exrc:!en«es can come from people. So, the next time you see an
international student walking
across campus or eating in the
cafeteria, go up and say hello.
After all, It can only help both
of you.

Peace
Corps
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VWunteers
In
Service
INTERVIEKB:

OCTOBER 13
INroFMSTIOH: Dirkins Student C t r
OCTOBER 30, NOV 1

Special People... People Who Care

Name: Helen Ruth Jones
Posltloi.: Custodian
How do you Uke your job? "Oh, I like it."
Favorite animal: "Dog. I have a dog at home; it's a gertnan
shepherd."
Favorite music: "Well, I like gospel music, and I Uke rock
music, too."
FavorfU plant: Begoria
Hobbies: "WeS, I h m to saw. And I like to cook too.
1 Uke to sing. I'm the president of my church choir."
Plans: To retire.
What do you hate to do the most? "I really don't have
anything that I hate to do."

African art comes to Winthrop
Seventy-six pieces of original
African art are featured in an
exhibit at the Winthrop College
Gallery of Art through Nov. 12.
Titled "Concepts of Self in
African Art," the exhibit is
made up of selections from the
Center for African Studies at
the University of Florida in
Gainesville.
Edmund LewsndovrsU, chairman of the Winthrop Department of Art which Is sponsoring the exhibit, said the display
is one of the best at Winthrop in
several years.
The traveling exhibition includes 36 works or sculpture and
40 photographs. They represent
30 ethnic groups from 10 different countries in West and
Central Africa. Most of the
photographs are modem, but the
sculpture ranges from 100 to
700 years old.
The pieces represent a crosssection of items used in traditional Afrlcal culture. They
range from a small Legs spoon
from Zaire to a large Nupe
door panel from Nigeria.

Lewandowski says the exhibition provides a framework
for viewing African art in a
new and meaningful way. He
says the exhibit's central theme
is the Idea that "presentation of
self is fundamental to the
black aesthetic.
Both sculpture snd photograph fix an Image in time, and
the first section of the exhibit
compares body attitudes styBasd
in these media while exploring
the significance of these idealized images within a numbe." of
specific cultural contexts.
The second section of the
exhibit, "extensions of self,"
looks at the salNmaga projected and enhanced by the use of
architecture, ornament, and personal possessions which actually
expand the space occupied by
the human form.
In contrast, the last section,
"subordination of self," foeuass
on African mssklng traditions
where the mask if used to suppress Individual Idantity In order
to create a character which trans
cends personal loyalties. In tradi-

tional African culture, masqueradeis dramatized spirit personalities to aid worship, to help maintain social order, or to entertain within a recreational context.
A concurrent Wlnthi-p exhibit being shown in the Intimate
Gallery features 25 pictures by
Charlotte photographer Carl
Bergman. This exhibit focuses
on architectural forma found in
Charlotte.
Both Winthrop galleries are
open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 pjn.
Monday through Friday and 2
to 5 p.m. Sunday. The galleries
an dosed Saturdays. Both sxhlbits sre free to the public.
For further information, cootact the Winthrop Department
of Art at (803) 323-2126.
Dictation Worts
One of the nice things
about dictating letters it
that the boss can use a lot of
words he doesn't really know
how to spell

2V-'3M\l.r
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Smith appointed director
Jerry R. Smith of Matthews,
N.C., has been appointed director of the Small Business Development Center at Winthrop
College. He begns his new
duties Oct 16.
As part of the Institute of
Management In the Wlnthrop
School of Badness Administration, the Small Business Development Center serves a 17county area of northern South
Carolina from Gaffney to Myrtle
Bead).
Smith win be responsible for
the center's services for management assistance to small
businesses In that area. Smith
will also serve as an assistant
professor of business administration.
As one of three basic service centers, which include the
University of South Carolina and
Clemson, Winthrop will serve
small businesses in three areas:
counseling, educational, programs and information regarding
business conditions.
The program is financed with
state and federal support and Is
part of the network being developed nationwide to assist
small businesses. Winthrop,
which has pioneered in this
effort, will work with both the
Small Business Institute (SBI)
and Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) chapters at
Wlnthrop as weD as the SmaU
Business
Administration in
Washington, D.C.
Jerry Padgett, dean of the
Winthrop School of Business
Administration, says eight higher
education institutions in the
nation have tested this concept
and proven its effectiveness in

He earned a master of bus!neSS •rimlnkfrafinr' dtgTW At
Wlnthrop In 1976. He holds a
bachelors degree from East
Carolina 'jnlverslty.
Smith Is former director of
marketing for Fast Fare, be..
In Henderson, N.C., and president of TMF Systems, Inc., of
Monroe. He b a member of
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
the Society for Advancement
.of Management, the Association
of Master of Business Administration Executives and the Rock
HUI Area Personnel Association.
He is married to the former
Kitty S. Mize of Charlotte, N.C.
He is the fon of Mr. and Mrs.
A. Ralph Smith of Monroe.

JERKY R SMITH
sharing the wealth of knowledge and resources on the
campuses with the small business community.
Padgett says Smith wUl be
in charge of aiding nearly
1,000 smaU businesses during
1978-79.
Smith says small busiresaes
in northern South Carolina who
wish to team more about the services should contact him in the
School of Business Administration, Wlnthrop College, Rock
a n , S.C. 29733; telephone
(803) 323-2186.
A native of Monroe, N.C.,
Smith has been at Wlnthrop
sinoe December 1976 as a faculty mem bar in the School of
Business Administration and
mote recently as director of
Placement and Career Planning.

I Editor^ Quote Book 1
Having the courage4
to live within one's
means is respectability.
Benjamin Disraeli

OPEN SESAME
Ripe senme seeds have
been known to pop
from their pods — perhaps
why "Open, Sesame!" was
chosen as the magic
tmawMil (hat opened the
door to the robbers' dea in
"Tbe Arabian Knights" tale
at All Baba and the Forty
Thieves.— CMS

Greek organization series:
Omega Psi Phi
BY LYNDAL HADDOX

dents. The first and only white
brother in this area, Don Lockman, recently graduated from
CIsfflin College in Orangeburg.
S.C.
"There are four main objectives stressed by Omega fti
Phi," said Banks, "scholarship,
manhood, preseverance and uplift. There b a misconception
that people have about our
fraternity. They think that we
are nothing more than a rowdy
bunch out for nothing more
than a good lime, but we are
not We work to bring the community and campus closer together by sponsoring and participating in community activities."

This is the first of a scries
on the Greek Organizations on
campus—and what better place
to begin with than the oldest
black fraternity on campus and
in the United States—Omega Psi
Phi.
Omega fti Phi is an international fraternity with chapters in Germany and Africa as
weD as across the nation. It
began in the early 1900's. The
Winthrop chapter was Inducted
March 21, 1978 and became a
chapter May 4, 1978. Dwayne
Banks, Baslieus, president, said,
"The original purpose of the
organization was to enrich the
"This year's pledge period
coBege life of black male students but has been changed to wiU be held next semester, since
Include all interested male stu- we are a new organization and
new guidelines to protect the
pledges were handed down to us
. from the National Headquarters
in Washington, D.C.," said
Banks. "To become a pledge you
have to be a well-rounded person, be In good academic standing and be wWing to work," be
said. ."Our pledge period has
hazing, but not physical brutality. We feel that to be proven
a man does not bare to come
from this type of activity. If
yon are a man," said Banks,
"you are a man whether it be
brains or physique." The .overall
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national GPR of Omega fti Phi
is 2.5, but each chapter uses its
own discretion in setting academic requirements.
"The pledge period brings us
closer together, since we spend
aboutl2 to 18 hours a day
together," said Banks. "During
thb time, a lot of our GPR's
came up because we were required to spend two hours in
the library every day except
Fridays and Saturdays-for six
and a half weeks. Abo, we had
to dress uniformly in white
t-shlrts and blue jeans. We now
have ten members."
The officers of the Winthrop
chapter arc: Dwayne Banks,
Basileus; Dale Jordan, Vice Baslieus; Reggie Powell, Keeper of
Finances; Slpple Young HI,
Keeper of Records and Seals;
Ray Feaster, Chaplain; and
Willie Wade, Dean of Pledgees.
There have been msny wellknown people in Omega fti Phi:
Reverend Jessie Jackson, with
Operation
Push; Langiton
Hughes, a famous poet; Corabread Maxwell; Charles Drew,
who discovered blood plasma;
TOurgood Marshall, the only
black member of the Uilted
States Surpteme Court Justice;
and Count Basle, who will be
at Wlnthrop Nov. 13 for a
Fine Arts Concert.

News briefs
Students attend workshop
Five Wlnthrop students will attend a career workshop
sponsored by the Young Chembt Committee at the University of Georgia In Athens on October 20. according to
Renee Bell, president of Student Affiliates American
Chemical Sodety.
The students who plan to attend the workshop are
seniors Glenn Cowebb, Dwayne Elmore, Loralne Campbell, Marie Webber and president BelL
"The program will hct one day," said Bell. "There will
be featured lectures and Information will be given about
chemical careers in industrial programs."

Professors attend speech
Six Wlnthrop professors attended the Carolina-Piedmont
section of the American Chemical Society meeting on October 5, according to Dr. Joe B. Davis, Chembtry Department
chairman.
Mr. Phil Astwood, Ik. Jim Berry, Dr. Joe B. Davis, Mi.
Andrea G. Deaton, Mr. Durtis L. Holiabaugh, Dr. Paul O.
Sanderfer and Dr. Mbgun Sebhatu were the professors
attendng the meeting at S&H Cafeteria on Park Road in
Charlotte.
According to Davis, no business was discuned, but a
speech entitled, "Great Mistakes In Science" was del a t e d by Dr. Foil Wiler from the University of Pittsburg. "His speech was very enjoyable," said Davis.

International hours
Christmas International House Is inviting foreign students to spend Christmas holidays with American f-mliles
and local church communities, according to Mr. Thomas A.
Shealy, Foreign student advisor.
Christmas International House was organized by groups
of churches and local communities in 24 states to share
Christmas with foreign students. The annual program offers
students accommodation, meals, parties and frmily hospitality to share Christmas fun together during the vacation.
An foreign students, singles, and couples with or without
children can apply for the program. Transportation to and
from CIH host tamny Is the student^ responsibility.
A completed appDcation form and $5.00 must be submitted to Shealy by Oct. 31. Application forms and further
information are available at Shealyt office. Km. 208 Ban-
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, WCU <hoir sings ooo.aia.

The Western Carolina University CoiVMtt Choir will
sing in the music building at Wlnthrop College at 11 a.m.
Oct. 25.
Conducted by Dr. Joyce Farwell, instructor of musical
WCU, the choir will sing selections from Brahms, Mozart,
Schubert and 13 other composers.
The Rock Hill performsnce is part of a five-city tour
being conducted by the 35-member choir Oct. 23-25.

Communism course
The Political Science Department will introduce a new
course on communism for the spring semester as a one-time
offer, according to Dr. Howard Federsplel, Chairman.
"Communism, an Interegional Approach," will concentrate on communbm as it exists today In all areas of the
worid. The discussions in this course wUl not only center
around Soviet and Chinese communism, hut Cub-n varieties and other forms as well, according to Federsplel.
The course wUl be primarily designed for students participating in international area studies but will be taught at
a level so that other upperdassmen should be able to compete favorably. Participating students will have an opportunity to work on the area of the wotld that they have special Interest In. There win also be speakers from outside
areas for the course, and studenta win be able to study
literature from communist countries.
Federspied said, 'T wanted to Introduce a course, and I
have found that students are Interested in knowing about
communism, and they need to know what it b like today."
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•Studycade '79*
BY ARNETHA PERKINS
Studycade *79 wfll be led by
Dr. BirtbaU S. VUult, professor
of history. The program win be
held In Europe May 27-June 22.
"Studycade is a seminar of
travel which students who desire
to attend for college credit
may do so," said VUult. "But
it is not just for students but
for anyone who desires to go.
WhUe it's an academic program
It's a lot of fun, too."
Students who wish to participate in Studycade for college
credit have options for credit
hours. A student may chooee to
elect three hours of semester

credit, (History 341), six hours
of semester aedit, (History
341-342) or no credit. Three
graduate semester hours are also
available. Hie cost of each option Includes $5 registration fee
plus tuition cost for the elected
hours of credit.
The work which is Involved
for students participating In
studycade for semester credit
Includes working in workbooks
and listening to lectures given
on the bus by Dr. Viault.
"The students arerequiredto
take an open-book test before
they leave and one or two oral
reports, depending on the number of credits. However, if a

student feels that he cant talk
In boot of a crowd, then he
may tape his report and g)«e It
by cassette," said Dr. VUult.
Participants who wish to extend their trawl In Europe may
do so. '"These who wish to do
so may remain In Europe, on
their own, after the Studycade
*79 program ends in Munich on
Friday, June 22. The tranaatlantic APEX (advance payment excursion) tickets are valid
for up to 45 dayi. In other
words until July 10. The date of
the return flight and the European airport departure, however,
must be set when the ticket is
originally written. Those desiring

to remain in Europe thus need
to Inform me of their plans
when they pay their *600 deposit," said Viault.
A few of the sights that the
participants win see while In
Europe include London, Stooehenge. The Normandy Invasion
Beaches, Chartres Cathedrale
and Versailles. Abo, Puis, Brussels,
Amsterdam, Cotopie,
Frankfurt, The Romance Road,
The Bavarian Alps, and Munich.
The basic cost from New
York b $1265. Not induded

at* transportation to and from
New York, '.jnches, twelve
doners, beverage* and n a b s ,
spending money and other personal expenses.
Dr. VUult encourafn early
registrations since enrollment b
limited. Payment of $600 b required by March 1, 1979,
balance wfll be payable by
May 1,1979.
If there are any questions
concerning Studycade *79, contact Dr. VUult at extension
2173.

SCHOOL INTERVIEW SCHEDULES - FIRST SEMESTER
Thursday, Oct. 26,1978

Kershaw County Schoob, Camden,
S.C. vriU interview an majors for
teaching positions.

Thursday, Nov. 1,1978

Chester County Schoob, Chester,
S.C. win interview all areas for positions in fetching, especially EMR,
Speech Therapist

Tuesday, Nov. 14,1978

Florence County School District
One, Florence, S.C. will interview aH
majors for teaching positions.

Wednesday. Nov. 15,1978 Ckiwr School District 2, Clowr.
S.C. will interview for teaching positions in all areas.
Wlnthrop co-ed enjoys warm rays of the sun as the fan season brings cooler weather. (Photo
by A.P. Smith)

Music scholarship offered
ThrouA a *16,000 tfft from able for four years, and will
Kinderfoto International, Inc.,. more than c o m the cost of tuiWinthrop College will offer the Bon,roomand board.
largest scholarships for music
Kinderfoto, which specializes
ma ion In the 92-year history of -1„ children's portrait photothe college.
graphy and b based In CharTwo scholarships a year will lotte, has provided support for
be available beginning In August the music program at Wlnthrop
1979, in the amount of $2,000 | n the past abo. Among the preapiece. One -will be for an yious gifts is a nine-foot Bosenoboist, the other for a basoonlst. dorfer concert grand piano.
Each scholarship will be renew- Auditions for the Kinderfoto
—1 scholarships, along with scholarTJ STAFF
ships In other musical fields
(amounting to full or partial
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tuition) will be Feb. 10, March
34 and April 7, 1979, »t 1:30
p.m. in the Red til Hall at Wtathiop.
Ail scholarship awards wDl be
made solely on the basis of
musical ability. The faculty reserves the right to wtthhold
awards unless the required level
of performance is met.
For additional information or
scholarship applications, contact
the dean of the School of Music,
Wlnthrop College, Rock Hill,
S.C. 29733.

Nigerian festival
I V l ( r O r i < l l
I I l i l C l I c t l

Peter
peur G.
G. Etuck,
Etuck, Nigerian
Nigerian stustu- and traditional dances by Nigerdent
dent of graduate
graduate study
study of
of BusiBusi- ian artists.
"I felt as If I were at home,"
Admlnbtration, attended
nness
e s J Administration,
Nigerian Independence
IndependenceCeleCele- said Etuck, as he explained the
the Nigerian
bratlon held
held In
In Washington,
Washington, D.C.
D.C. Importance of the day for the
bration
Invil'd by the Nigerian Em- Nigerians." "It's Ukc the United
Invited
he £joined
1,000
s bassy
s y h.
.n.d w
o other
< * £ SUtes' 4th of July, since we
Nigerians from aU
an over the got Independence in 1960."
He said that traditional cosSUtes.
States.
Etuck
Etuck said
said that
that the
the celebracelebra- tumes were worn at the celebration, and he enjoyed the opportion
y o n was
wts opened by a Nigerian
,mbassador's speech
speech followed
followed by
by ' tunlty to meet friends from
ambassador's
^ speeches
speeches of
of the
the Nigerian
Nigerian other parts of the country and
the
f Cultural Affairs and
Mlnbter
and talk in his native language.
M n l s U r 0of
™ president
f the
relldent
0of
He was most impressed, he
the
the Nigerian
Nigerian
Student Assodatlon
America said, by the art exhiblU, showAssociation in America.
Banquets
Banquets and
and cultural
cultural dances
dance! ing the nation* cultural activity
highlighted
highlighted the
the celebration,
celebration and recognition of real African
which
also featured dispUys,
dlipUyi art.
whlch abo

Tuesday, Nov. 28,1978
10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Aiken County Schoob, Aiken, S.C.
will interview majors in Elementary
Education, Mathematics, Spedsl
Education, and Reading for teaching
positions in 1978-79 school year.

Wednesday, Nov. 29,1978 DeKalb County School System,
Decatur, Ga. wfll Interview for teach9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
ing positions In an areas except
Home Economics, foreign language.
Business Education and Physical
Education.
BUSINESS INTERVIEW SCHEDULES - FIRST SEMESTER
Thursday, Oct. 26,1978

Sunoco Products, HartsvlUe, S.C. wfll
interview for positions.

Thursday. Oct. 26,1978
9:00 ajn.-5KI0 p.m.

First Computer Services, Charlotte,
N.C. will interview Mathematics or
reUted fields. Business A dm. (exposure to or Interest In daU processing,
logical aptitude).

Tuesday, Oct. 31,1978
9:00 a.in.-5:00 p.m.

Peace Corps/Vista, Atlanta, Ga. wfll
interview any major for positions.
Pick up application as you sign up!

Wednesday, Nov. 8,1978
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Burroughs-Wellcombe Co., Charlotte,
N.C. will Interview any major for
positions as Sales Representatives.
(7 mo. training)

SUSAN at the Paul Winter Show . . . How about
JONATHAN.
lunch one day?
Call me.
704-536-0375.
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First Draft Pick

OI978 Jot. Sehliti Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
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